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Abstract
The interest on microfluidic systems based on electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) and the
miniaturization of such integrated devices, has increased significantly mainly due to the
advent of mass market applications such as lab-on-chip, liquid lenses and reflective displays.
The main objective of this work focuses on the scientific and technological challenges that
the fabrication and optimization of liquid lens faces. Those are mainly related to the materials
used and their associated fabrication techniques, in order to have stable devices with high
performance for long term functionality. The work reported here contributes the research to
reduce the actuation voltage and to increase stability and reliability of electrowetting devices
such as liquid lenses at laboratory scale.
We address various aspects related to liquid lenses: (a), improvement of the hydrophobic
layer deposition process leading contact angle recovery enhancement, (b) investigation of the
dielectric materials and deposition techniques to reduce the required applied voltage (c)
specific design of electrodes for 2D movement of the liquid lens, and (d) investigation of
nonaqueous liquids to improve the dynamic behavior and long term cycling functionality. (e)
An attempt is made to develop behavioral models that can explain EWOD phenomena with
electronic circuit software.
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RESUMEN
El interés en los sistemas microfluídicos basados en electrohumectación sobre un dieléctrico
(electrowetting-on-dielectric, EWOD) y la miniaturización de dichos dispositivos integrados,
ha aumentado significativamente, principalmente debido a la llegada de aplicaciones del
mercado de masas, como lab-on-chip, lentes líquidas y pantallas reflectantes. El objetivo
principal de este trabajo se centra en los retos científicos y tecnológicos de la fabricación y la
optimización de una lente líquida. Principalmente, los que están relacionadas con los
materiales utilizados y sus técnicas de fabricación asociadas, con el fin de tener dispositivos
estables con un alto rendimiento para la funcionalidad a largo plazo. Este trabajo describe la
investigación llevada a cabo para reducir la tensión de accionamiento y para aumentar la
estabilidad y la fiabilidad de los dispositivos EWOD, tales como lentes líquidas, a escala de
laboratorio.
Los principales aspectos relacionados con lentes líquidas trabajados en esta tesis son los
siguientes: (a) la mejora del proceso de depósito de la capa hidrofóbica que determina el
ángulo de contacto y mejora su recuperación, (b) la investigación de los materiales
dieléctricos y técnicas de depósito para reducir la tensión aplicada, (c) el diseño específico de
electrodos para el movimiento en 2D de la lente líquida, y (d) la investigación de los líquidos
no acuosos para mejorar el comportamiento dinámico y la funcionalidad en frecuencia a
largo plazo. (e) También se ha iniciado el desarrollo de modelos de comportamiento que
puedan explicar fenómenos EWOD con un software de circuitos electrónicos.
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RESUM
L'interès en els sistemes microfluídics basats en electrohumectació sobre un

dielèctric

(electrowetting-on-dielectric, EWOD) i la miniaturització d’aquests dispositius integrats, ha
augmentat significativament, principalment a causa de l'arribada de les aplicacions del mercat
de masses, com poden ser el

lab-on-chip, les lents líquides i les pantalles reflectants.

L'objectiu principal d’aquest treball se centra en els reptes científics i tecnològics de la
fabricació i l’optimització d’una lent líquida. Principalment, els que tenen a veure amb els
materials utilitzats i les seves tècniques de fabricació associades, amb la finalitat de tenir
dispositius estables amb un alt rendiment per a la funcionalitat a llarg plaç. Aquest treball
descriu la investigació duta a terme per a reduir la tensió d'accionament i per a augmentar
l'estabilitat i la fiabilitat dels dispositius EWOD, tals com les lents líquides, a una escala de
laboratori.
Els principals aspectes relacionats amb les lents líquides treballats en aquesta tesi són els
següents: (a) la millora del procés de dipòsit de la capa hidrofòbica que determina l'angle de
contacte i millora la seva recuperació, (b) la investigació dels materials dielèctrics i les
tècniques de dipòsit per a reduir la tensió aplicada, (c) el disseny específic d’elèctrodes pel
moviment en 2D de la lent líquida, i (d) la investigació dels líquids no aquosos per a millorar
el comportament dinàmic i la funcionalitat en freqüència a llarg termini. (e) També s'ha
iniciat el desenvolupament de models de comportament que puguin explicar fenòmens
EWOD amb un programari de circuits electrònics.
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Chapter 1:
1

Summary
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1.1 Introduction

Figure 1 Varioptic lens

M

icro-optic technology is becoming increasingly important for a wide

range of Micro-Opto-Electro-Mechanical systems (MOEMs) applications
[1–8], especially the movement of liquids based on electrowetting on
dielectric phenomena (EWOD), applied to miniaturized devices such as

tiny lens [9–14]with high variation of focal length and ultra-fast focusing in comparison to
conventional convex lenses. The electrowetting driven liquid lenses offers several key
features that are unmatched by other ways to achieve a large range of optical variation.
In fact, the smoothness of a liquid surface is not achievable by conventional lens carving
procedures and the displacement of the liquid interface by electric means allows large shape
modifications and high focus variations. Liquid lenses can work for over 100 million cycles
without any performance degradation compared to mechanical systems such as piezomotors
and coil motors which are typically limited to a few hundred thousand cycles [15]. Under
shock resist test, the liquid lens behaves much better than mechanical solutions[16]. Liquid
response can be as fast as tens of milliseconds. These time scales are well adapted to human
interfaces, video, photo capture etc. Additionally, an advantage of liquid lenses is the ultralow energy consumption compared to other mechanical or electromechanical driver.
In fact, compared to mechanical systems, liquid lenses have no hysteresis, thereby the
position of the lens surface is completely controllable by an applied voltage and there is no
23

need for image processing of additional tools for controlling the focus. The liquid lens
performance can be easily calibrated, enabling both fast closed loop mode and ultra-fast open
loop mode (see for example Varioptic lens with focusing time less then 20ms)[4,15].
The control of the movement and shape of the liquid in two dimensions (2D), although
already used in lab-on-chip applications to liquid transport , particle sorting , liquid mixing
and droplet splitting , has not been sufficiently exploited in liquid lenses . This technology
has many of applications in the medical and pharmaceutical industry [6,17]such as medical
analysis [7] and drug delivery [18] etc.
In electrowetting device basically consists on a thin electrode layer, a dielectric and a
hydrophobic layer on top of each other. If the liquid is electrically conductive, movement of
the triple line (TPL) between substrate, liquid and surrounding medium is originated when an
electric potential is applied between a needle, or other kind of upper electrode in contact with
the drop, and a bottom electrode. In fact the energy stored in the capacitor formed between
the liquid and the bottom electrode unbalances the surface tension equilibrium. As predicted
by the Lippmann–Young law [19] the contact angle decreases when the applied voltage
increases, at least for a range of values of the voltage and before a saturation regime is
reached. If the applied voltage is switched to zero, the contact angle usually does not fully
recover the initial value [20–22][9].
Most of the experimental work in electrowetting has been performed using droplets of
distilled water (DW) because water has a high surface tension value and high contact angle
on hydrophobic surfaces. Among the results that are available in the literature it is seen that
the use of DW creates several problems such as corrosion of the electrodes, electrolysis,
bubbling and tendency to permeate through polymers[23]. This is enhanced by the use of
high values of the actuation voltage that are commonly required. In this work attention is
being paid to the changes in structural design of the electrowetting devices to be able to
reduce the actuation voltage value.
Besides the alternative to use different liquids has attracted the attention of researchers,
particularly conductive high surface tension liquids as listed in reference [23], some of them
able to sustain low temperatures for use in some outdoor electrowetting applications. In this
work we have contributed to the research of such liquids
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1.2 Thesis challenges and outlines
The main objectives of the thesis are the investigation of critical issues on the
optimization of the fabrication process of liquid lenses based on electrowetting-on-dielectric.
After summarizing the theory of EWOD in chapter 2, the thesis concentrates on low voltage,
highly reversible, long life cycle, low working temperature liquid lenses and 2D drive. The
state of art and literature will be investigated, in chapter 3 we address one critical problem
concerning the Teflon layer integrity that is compromised when voltage is applied on a
distilled water drop the wettability of the surface will increase and it will cause the hydrolysis
of distilled water that will damage the electrode. The electrowetting performance depends on
the one hand on the hydrophobic material, thickness and deposition technique

and on the

liquid used.
Distilled water is commonly used as liquid for microfluidic systems based on EWOD
because of its high surface tension and ease of use, but there are several problems such as
corrosion of electrodes, hydrolysis of liquid, freezing in low working temperature, short life
time for long cycling. In chapter 4 we investigate the use of non-aqueous liquids instead of
distilled water which shows high static contact angle with high reversibility in comparison to
water and stable life time during long cycling.
We have investigated superhydrophobic materials in particular one of the most
commonly

used

superhydrophobic

materials

[FDTS

(1H,1H,2H,2H-

perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane)] in collaboration with The National Institute of Advanced
Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) in Japan. We have deposited superhydrophobic
FDTS material on top of a substrate and we have discovered that in the contact mode EWOD
FDTS layer shows poor stability which causes degradation of the layer and hydrolysis of
water or creating bubbles in non-aqueous liquid, As interest on contactless EWOD is
increasing for different applications, in the chapter 5 we have studied contactless EWOD
with superhydrophobic layer of FDTS.
In chapter 6, an attempt is made to develop PSpice models to allow microfluidic
application to be incorporated into electronic circuit simulation environment.
Finally in chapter 7, the problem of 2D movement of liquid lens is investigated using
different designs. Both electrodes are placed on the bottom of the device and one of the
electrodes is split to provide several positions for the control and hence allowing 2D control
of the droplet shape. The approach is based on capacitive – coupled electrowetting is
described. It is shown that reversible control is feasible with applied voltage depending on
the thicknesses of the dielectric and the hydrophobic layer.
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Chapter 2:
2 Liquid

lens

(Fundamentals and theory)
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2.1 Liquid lens devices overview
The study of variable focus micro lenses has been an area of research activity for many
years. Several recent publications [24–34] have recognized the potential of variable micro
lens to impact significantly on the field of optical applications. Variable focal length lenses
can be made by changing the shape of the lens or by changing the refraction index. In most
of optical systems, tuning of focal length is obtained by displacement of lenses and by
variation of the distance between lenses using electromechanical motors. Scaling of such
systems to millimeter/micron size is complicated because of the fabrication process itself and
due to the large number of micro-size components required to assemble a micro-lens.
Additionally, the use of electromechanical drivers requires large electric power consumption.
The necessity for highly reliable lens with high variation of focal length, large number of
cycles and low consumption is clear [9]. It is of great interest to be able to fabricate
miniaturized lens that can change their parameters without any mechanical movement.
Different solutions have been presented for the fabrication of electrically variable lenses such
as: liquid lenses [27] , elastomeric-deformable lenses [35], or liquid crystal (LC) lenses [36].
In recent years, liquid lenses have attracted a widespread attention because of the advantages
and simplicity of the structure, low cost , high speed and more than 100000 cycle life. The
focal length can be easily tuned by changing the meniscus between two immiscible liquids.
The working principle of a liquid lens is the change of the curvature and shape of a liquid
meniscus by the change of the surface tension (or of the chemical modification of surface) to
increase or reduce wettability. Several methods for energy surface modification of liquid lens
has been used such as: electrical mechanical actuation[8,37–42], acoustic radiation forces
[43], electromagnetic control [44,45], ferrofluidic actuator[46,47] , dielectric force
(dielectrophoretic) [48–52] and electrostatic force (electrowetting) [16,53–55]. Among them,
Electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) and Dielectrophoretic liquid lenses are promising due
to low voltage actuation and variation of focal length. In both cases, in order to obtain lens
curvature , two immiscible medium (liquid-liquid , vapor-liquid) are used. For the EWOD
technique, the liquid should be electrically conductive in order to generate an electrostatic
force by applying a voltage. This voltage deforms the shape of the drop and hence changes
the focal length. The same effect happens for dielectric lenses but here, the two medium
should be insulators but with different dielectric constants.
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2.2 Basic principles of capillarity and wetting
Physics and chemistry principles govern the shape of a drop of liquid on top of a
substrate. In the micro scale, a molecule of liquid located inside the drop is equally attracted
in all directions by the molecules surrounding it and, as a consequence, the total force exerted
on it is zero. However, a molecule located close to the drop surface is attracted mainly by its
inner neighbors and, therefore is subject to a resultant force in the direction of the other
molecules (Figure 2)[56]. This effective attraction and net force of a molecule on the surface
of liquid creates the surface tension.
The surface tension is a physical quantity measured in units of force per unit length, (or
equivalently in units of energy per unit area), and it expresses the amount of energy necessary
to enlarge the surface by one surface unit. Since the sphere has the lowest surface area per
given volume, it is easy to understand that this is also the state with the lowest surface
energy, which generates the spherical shape of the drops (Figure 2). In different fluids,
intermolecular forces show different characters and intensities.

Figure 2 (a) Cohesive forces vs. adhesion forces (b) Boundary tension

Wetting is the ability of a liquid to maintain contact with a solid surface, resulting from
intermolecular interactions when the two are brought together. The degree of wetting
(wettability) is determined by a force balance between adhesive and cohesive forces.
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Figure 3 Wettability versus surface tension

The wetting phenomena is playing an important role in technology processes according
to their applications. For example, it is necessary to have hydrophobic surface (low
wettability) to repel the water and hydrophilic to attract the water. Wettability is a measure of
the preferential tendency of the fluids to wet (spread or adhere to) to the surfaces of the solid.
The wettability of a drop on a solid surface is dependent on the three interfacial tensions
between solid, gas, and liquid phases. The tangential force balance between these interfacial
tensions on the three-phase contact line leads to the following well-known Young’s equation
(Equation 1). In 1805 the British physician Thomas Young of Cambridge University found
the relationship between the contact angle of a liquid surface with a solid [19] (the angle
between the surface of the drop and the solid surface on which it was laid upon) Figure 4. In
absence of external electric fields, the shape of the droplets is determined by surface tension
alone. The free energy F of a droplet is a functional of the droplet shape. Its value is given by
the sum of the areas Ai of the interfaces between three phases, the solid substrate (s), the
liquid droplet (l), and the ambient phase, which we will denote as vapor (v), Therefore there
are surface tension between the drop and the solid surface (γsl), surface tension between the
solid surface and vapor (γsv) and the surface tension between the drop and the air (γlv).
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Figure 4 the contact angle θ related to the surface tension

The Young’s equation that describes the relationship of surface tensions among the three
phases is:

[1]

Young derived the above equation by considering the balance of surface forces acting on
the triple line where the solid, liquid, and vapor phases meet. Hereby wetting is quantitatively
defined by the value of contact angle and if the contact angle is equal to zero, the
phenomenon is called complete wetting. If the contact angle is not zero, it is called partial
wetting.

2.3 Hydrophobic surfaces
Hydrophobicity was originally observed in nature (e.g., on lotus leaves), and today is a
relevant property of use in a wide range of scientific and technological applications,
including development of coatings with self-cleaning properties[57–60], As it illustrated in
the SEM image of Lotus leaves[61], The roughness of lotus leaf surface is combination of
micro scale roughness and nano scale roughness with low surface energy, creates a water
repellant surface, which is common among all natural hydrophobic surfaces.[62–68]]. There
are different definitions for superhydrophobicity but mainly a surface is said to be so, when
the contact angle of water drop on top of it is larger than 120º. There are two main ways the
liquid can sit on rough surfaces described by: the Wenzel mode[69,70]l and the CassieBaxter model[71], as illustrated in Figure 5
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Figure 5: Wenzel model (left), Cassie-Baxter model (right)

In the Cassie-Baxter model air is trapped between the drop surface and the rough solid
surface. In Wenzel model however, the liquid follows the roughness of the solid surface.

2.3.1

Wenzel model

Liquid drop in the Wenzel state has high contact angle but low mobility and high
hysteresis. The Wenzel model was originally disclosed in 1936 by Robert N. Wenzel [69].
He showed that an increase in solid surface roughness will reduce the surface energy
leading to an increase of contact angle. The roughness is usually defined as the ratio of the
actual surface and the geometrical surface. The roughness has direct effect on wettability of
surface that is strongly related to natural surface tension of surface.

[2]
θ0 is the initial contact angle base on Lippmann-Young equation, θ is the contact angle
of liquid on solid influenced by the roughness r. According to Equation 2 the Wenzel model
wettability is based on the natural surface tension and roughness of solid surface, For
example, if a hydrophobic surface with contact angle θ0 > 90º, the roughness will be
increased, magnifying the hydrophobicity of the surface, but if θ0 < 90º the results will be
highly hydrophobic even when the roughness is high. Thus as conclusion the effect of
roughness magnifies the natural wettability of surface.
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2.3.2

Cassie-Baxter model

Cassie and Baxter [71] presented a model for hydrophobicity of liquid on the surface
with two different materials and surface energy, according to Young's relation the apparent
contact angle is given by:

[3]
The contact angles θ1 and θ2 are the natural contact angles of the two materials and f1
and f2 are the fraction of surface for each material so that (f1 + f2 = 1). If one of the two
materials is air then the liquid is in touch with both solid and air. In this case the fractions f1
and f2 would be fs and (1-fs) and the respective contact angles θs and 180º for air. As a result
the apparent contact angle of a rough hydrophobic surface will be

[4]

According to cassie equation P. van der wal [72] presented increase of hydrophobicity
of Teflon (natural contact angle ≈ 104º ) to 171º by introducing roughness into a surface, as
well in the chapter 4 we will demonstrate effect of roughness onto water-repellent surface.

2.4 Electrical Control of the surface wettability
The modification of surface wettability and the transition from hydrophobic to
hydrophilic is a fundamental requirement in microfluidic devices. The control of wettability
requires the manipulation of interfacial energies (surface tensions) that can be done by two
main methods:

faradaic electrochemical [73] and non-faradaic electrochemical or

electrowetting [74].

2.4.1

Chemical modification of surface by faradaic electrochemistry

Electrochemical ferrocene surfactants were used for modification and control of the
interfaces in the reduced and oxidized states [73,75,76]; The use of this technique was
demonstrated by Gallardo et al. [73] If along a microfluidic channel a solution with
concentration of 0.1mM redox-active surfactants in water, an oxidation potential is applied to
an electrode liquid droplets can be moved an driven when the oxidation of the surface occurs
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and the surface energy is increased to a maximum value of 22mN/m. In the other electrode
reduction occurred .

Figure 6 Schematic example of possible conformations of ferrocenyl surfactants at the surface of aqueous
solutions: reduced (top row) and oxidized (bottom row) states[76]

Even though faradaic electrochemical process works at low voltage (<1V) the controlled
modification of surface tension is limited to non-aqueous liquids and, because of the
chemical reaction, an electrochemical gradient must be established along the full length of
the channel. Due to this limitation, few practical applications of this technique are found in
the literature compared to electrowetting which we discuss in the next part.

2.4.2

Electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD)

Electrowetting is defined as a modification of the surface wettability by applying a
voltage that causes changes in the free energy due to the stored charge in the solid-liquid
interface capacitor leading to a modification of the interfacial surface energies. This ends up
with a change in the contact angle. This is also known as non-faradaic electrochemical
process for active control of physicochemical properties of interfaces [77]. In 1990 B. Berge
demonstrated how the use of a thin dielectric layer deposited between the solid and the liquid
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could avoid electrolysis of an aqueous solution thereby opening the door for practical
applications. The general experiment scheme for electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD) is
shown in Figure 7.

Liquid

Contact angle

Hydrophobic
&
Dielectric

θ

θ

Conductive electrode
Figure 7 Schematic view Electrowetting on dielectric surface

A potential is applied between a conducting liquid on an insulating layer and a counter
electrode positioned below the insulating layer. Charge accumulates on the solid-liquid
interface, leading to a change of the contact angle, the main equation governing
electrowetting is the well known Lippmann-Young equation[19]
.

[5]
Or
[6]

Where

is the surface tension between the drop and the solid surface at zero electric

field, γsv, γsl, and γlv are the surface tensions of the solid–vapor, solid– liquid, and liquid–
vapor surfaces, respectively θ0 is initial static contact angle and θ is the contact angle between
the drop and the dielectric after applying voltage. F is electrostatic force created by applied
voltage:
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[7]

Where C is the capacitance of the interface, ε0 the permittivity of vacuum, εr the relative
permittivity of dielectric, d is dielectric thickness; V is applied voltage which can be negative
or positive and L is the electrode length.

η

is defined as the electrowetting number

represented by:
[8]

In reality the variation of contact angle does not completely follow the Lippmann-Young
equation. For the movement of drop base on EWOD at zero state all forces are balance on
TPL contact point. In the real surfaces when a force applied to the drop (ex. gravity force
when the surface is tilted), the drop does not immediately slip on the hydrophobic surface,
instead it’s form like Figure 8. The contact angle hysteresis is defined as the difference
between two receding (minimum) and advancing (maximum) contact angles [78–82]. The
contact angle hysteresis is mostly related to the roughness and non-homogeneity of solid
surface but still origin of the phenomena has not been completely explored. The required
force to move the drop on the surface is defined by [83,84]:

[9]
Where θr and θa are respectably receding contact angle and advancing contact angle, w is
width of the drop bottom perpendicular to the direction of sliding force:

[10]

Where the R is radius of drop that ideally deepens on static contact angle and volume of
drop[85]:

[11]
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According to Equation 9 in order to minimize effect of sliding force there are two ways:
The minimization of contact angle hysteresis that could be obtained by reducing the
roughness of surface or, increasing the hydrophobicity to have superhydrophobic surface
(Cassie state by increasing roughness) that lead to have negligible hysteresis.

Figure 8 Contact angle hysteresis

The contact angle hysteresis is an important factor for the drop motion; here as we don’t
have movement of drop the contact angle hysteresis did not consider. So the minimum
voltage can be represented as:

[12]

This equation describes the correlation between applied voltage and variation of contact
angle. Unfortunately the Lippmann-Young equation is not valid for all applied voltages.
Theoretically it is possible to obtain a complete wetting (zero contact angle) by increasing

sufficiently the applied voltage. However, complete wetting has never been observed
experimentally. The experimental results show the increasing of applied voltage does not lead to
an increase in contact angle. The parabolic relation between the observed contact angle and the

applied voltage described by Equation 12 was only applicable below a given value of
voltage. Above a certain voltage the electrowetting contact angle starts to deviate from the
equation and saturates. The exact mechanism of the contact angle saturation has not yet been
elucidated and it is the object of numerous debates[86]. The contact saturation is attributed in
some theories to the charge build up in the dielectric [87,88], to insulating fluid charge to
instabilities, to micro-droplet ejection and to gas ionization[89–91].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9 Different hypothesis of contact angle saturation Dielectric Charging (left), Insulating Fluid Charging
(middle), Instabilities, Micro-droplet Ejection and Gas Ionization (right)

Previous studies on the contact angle saturation clearly show that several parameters are
involved when the contact angle saturation is occurring, but mainly it is a time-dependent
phenomenon, with different physical mechanisms dominating the saturation behavior over
different time scales. Independence of the contact angle saturation reduction of applied
voltage will be systematically investigated and an alternative polar liquid mixture for distilled
water will be presented.
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3.1 Introduction
Liquid lenses based on electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD) are an emerging field of
investigation due to its versatility and potential in many applications. EWOD is the most
efficient and feasible technique for integrated microfluidic devices in lab-on-a-chip
applications, the integration of liquid lens or EWOD microfluidic device revealed limitations
on performance, such as high driving voltage [92–95], electrolysis [21,96–99], degradation of
hydrophobic layer[100,101], reversibility [102,103] and etc.

Mainly in most common

EWOD devices, in order to obtain high variation of contact angle, it is necessary to apply a
high voltage due to materials properties and fabrication process. High applied voltage limits
implementation of liquid lens in micro-devices, as well may cause degradation of the
hydrophobic layer, electrolysis, dielectric breakdown [94]. On other hand, reproducibility of
EWOD performance is an important factor to have highly stable with long life cycle liquid
lens. For integration of an EWOD device is necessary to have low driving voltage, recently
several works has been done to achieve low-voltage EWOD but still it is insufficient [104–
109]. As a liquid lenses mainly consists of a transparent conductive layer, a hydrophobic
layer, a dielectric layer and a transparent conductive liquid drop, this chapter main focus is on
the fabrication process and material selection for liquid lens in order to fulfill two main
issues. First, to reduce the applied voltage and obtain low voltage EWOD liquid lens and
Second, to increase stability and cyclability of the liquid lens by optimizing the hydrophobic
layer. In this chapter we will select the best parameters for the deposition process of
conductive transparent layers of ITO for obtaining high conductive and high transparent
layer. Then different dielectric layers and the effect of their thickness and dielectric
permittivity on the required voltage will be compared. By selecting an adequate dielectric
layer (to achieve low voltage and highly stable with long life cycle) the last layer
(hydrophobic layer) will be optimized.
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3.2 Experimental results
3.2.1

Optimization of conductive transparent layer with low resistance and high
transparency

Since first discovery of transparent conductive films such as Indium Tin Oxide (ITO)
[110,111] and due to its high conductivity and transparency in the visible light, it has become
an attractive material used in several fields such as electro-optic devices, liquid crystal
displays, and photovoltaics among many others[112–114]. Depending on the application,
ITO can be deposited by different methods such as thermal evaporation, spray pyrolysis,
pulsed laser deposition, screen printing techniques, and the most common method, and the
preferred in the industry, sputtering[111,114–128]. Transparency and conductivity of the
resulting ITO layer depends on the type and on the conditions of the deposition process. In
the case of a liquid lens the transmittance should be >80% in the visible light with high
conductivity of <100 Ω/□ [129], thus it is necessary to characterize an ITO film deposition
process. One of the objectives of this work is to optimize the ITO film deposition and to
fabricate the planar electrodes for liquid lens. To do this, the electrical conductivity and
optical transmittance were characterized and analyzed. There are several parameters of the
sputtering process that affect the properties of the ITO layer such as the power distribution on
the target, the gas (argon or oxygen), the gap distance between the anode and cathode, the
chamber pressure, the annealing temperature, the annealing time and the deposition time. In
order to optimize the process, the gas flow and the chamber pressure were considered as
fixed parameters. The effect of annealing at less than 150ºC on conductivity and
transmittance is negligible thus for optimization purposes we did not investigate this part.
The gap distance between the anode and the cathode was studied at a power of 50W, pressure
of 1.3×10-5mBar and gas flow of 7sccm during 45min; the results are shown in Figure 11.
The optimized distance of shutter in order to achieve higher conductivity is 13cm. As it is
illustrated, the gap distance has negligible effect on the deposition rate but it is strongly
related to power (Figure 11), we can conclude that on slower deposition rate allow creating
better bonding that lead to achieve low resistivity.
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Figure 10 effect of gap distance on resistivity and deposition rate

Figure 11 Deposition rate versus applied power for deposition of ITO with sputtering technique

By considering a constant gap distance of 13cm, the detailed studies of the properties of
deposited indium tin oxide (ITO) are shown in Table 1. The results show that deposition with
power of 30W and 50W for 45min give high transparent conductive layer (transmittance
>80%) with low resistivity of <100 Ω/□, as the transmittance of 80% is acceptable; the ITO
layer with higher conductivity was selected. For the fabrication processes devices in this
work the ITO layer deposition conditions were selected: power 50W, 45min, gap distance of
13mm, pressure of 1.3×10-5mBar and gas flow 7sccm.
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Material

Power (w)

Time
(min)

ITO

30

45

ITO

50

ITO
ITO

Thickness (nm)

Transmittance
at 555nm (%)

Resistance
(Ω/□)

Deposition rate
(nm/min)

49.09886

89.5353

55.6

1.091086

45

102.0294

79.5854

27.2

2.26732

70

45

127.395

77.2482

27

2.831

70

45

160.5771429

70.3678

15.2

3.568381

Table 1 Properties of deposited ITO with sputtering technique under different conditions

3.2.2

Comparison of different dielectric materials and effect on the required voltage:

In order to achieve low voltage operation of EWOD device, the dielectric layer needs to
be optimized. According to Lippmann–Young equation, the applied voltage has a direct
relation with the thickness and with the dielectric permittivity of the dielectric film. For
larger dielectric permittivity and lower thickness of the dielectric layer, the capacitance of the
insulating layer increases and that will lead to obtain higher variation of contact angle at
lower applied voltage. The dependence of the applied voltage on dielectric thickness is given
by the simple EWOD Equation 13. In the Table 2 several dielectric materials that have been
used within EWOD device are presented [94,130–132]:
Table 2 Dielectric materials use in EWOD device

Dielectric

Formula

material

Dielectric

εr

Deposition technique

Strength (kV/mm)

Silicon dioxide

SiO2

600-1,100

4–5

Thermal xidation

Silicon nitride

Si3N4

500

7.5

Chemical vapor
deposition

Aluminium oxide

Al2O3

500-800

8-9

Tantalum

Ta2O5

150-300

23 - 25

(Ba, Sr)TiO3

18-54

180 – 265

Metalorganic chemical
vapor Deposition

titanate
SU8
PDMS

Tantalum sputtering
followed by anodization

pentoxide
Barium strontium

Atomic layer deposition

(C2H6OSi)n

1120

3.2-4.1

Spin coating

12-16

2.3-2.8

Spin coating
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Among different common dielectric materials used on microfluidic devices, in this work
PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane), SU8 (negative photoresist) and Alumina (Aluminum oxide
Al2O2) have been selected because of their ease of fabrication process and popularity within
microfluidic devices. The hydrophobicity is a key factor. PDMS, due to its surface chemistry,
is hydrophobic so there is no need for another hydrophobic layer. SU8 and alumina are
hydrophilic and it is required an additional hydrophobic layer. For the microfluidic systems
different materials presented in Table 3[94].
Table 3 Hydrophobic materials use in EWOD device
Hydrophobic

EBD

Formula

material

(kV/mm)

εr

Applied

Deposition

voltage (V)

technique

Cytop

Not available (NA)

110

2.1

120

Spin or dip coating

Teflon AF 1600

Random copolymer of 4,5-

21

1.9

-

Spin or dip coating

260

3.15

±240

Chemical vapor

difluoro-2,2bis(trifluoromethyl)-1,3
dioxole

and

tetrafluoroethylene
Parylene C

Deposition

Teflon (PTFE)

60

2.1

<300

Commercial

Polyimide

22

3.4

<400

Spin coating

For this purpose, amorphous fluoropolymer Teflon AF1600 (Dupont) with thickness of
550nm was used in Equation 13 and experimental results.

[13]

θ0 is the initial contact angle value before applying voltage and γLV is the liquid-vapor
surface tension. The specific capacitance of a dielectric layer is given by Equation 14. If there
is one layer hydrophobic dielectric, C depends on the dielectric constant and the thickness of
the layer but if there are several stacked dielectric materials, then C depends on an equivalent

εr that relates to dielectric permittivity and thickness of each layer as follows (Figure 12).
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Figure 12 Equivalent capacitor of dielectric and hydrophobic layer use EWOD device

[14]
[15]

Where ε0 is vacuum permittivity, εr1 is the dielectric constant of dielectric and εr2 is the
dielectric constant of the hydrophobic layer, and t1 and t2 are the thicknesses of the two
layers. For a single hydrophobic dielectric layer, the required voltage to achieve the specific
variation of contact angle depends on the square root of the thickness of the dielectric layer
with a fixed dielectric constant. For combination of a dielectric and a hydrophobic layer, the
thickness of hydrophobic layer was assumed to be fixed at 550nm. The Lippmann–Young
equation was used to calculate the dielectric thickness required to achieve Δθ = 3º, Δθ = 10º,
Δθ = 20º and Δθ = 30º with an initial contact angle of 110º as described below. In order to
confirm the dielectric thickness effect on the required voltage, the specific thickness of each
dielectric layer was selected and fabricated following a deposition process. The samples were
placed onto a specific lens holder and goniometric device (CAM200) to measure the contact
angle, see Figure 13 , 10µl drops of the conductive liquids were placed using a vertical
syringe on top of the samples surface. Side-view images of the drops were obtained using a
high speed digital camera with zoom lens. A voltage difference was applied across the
bottom electrode and a platinum needle in contact with the liquid (Power supply Agilent
4156C). According to the literature , higher variation of contact angle was obtained for
negative voltage [96]. A high speed camera (BASLER A602F), with resolution of 640x480
pixels with capturing speed rate of 400 f/s, was used. Real time image processing commercial
software has been used to analyze the drop shape. Performing edge detection to extract the
drop proﬁle close to the contact line, the contact angle (θ) is obtained by evaluating the slope
of a third order polynomial ﬁt.
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Figure 13 (a) Schematic of contact mode measurement setup (b) Picture of the experimental set-up (CAM200)

3.2.2.1 Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) hydrophobic dielectric layer

PDMS with dielectric constant of εr = 2.5 is a well-known hydrophobic material used in
microfluidic devices based on EWOD [130,131,133] but the deposition process of PDMS
layer has limitation of minimum thickness [134] the minimum achievable thickness of PDMS
is 5-10 µm depending on the fabrication process and on the velocity of the spin coater, thus
in order to validate the experimental results , the thickness of 10µm is selected for this work.
Lippmann–Young equation shows the required applied voltage for different thickness of
PDMS to obtain 4 different values of Δθ. It is shown that with 10µm thick PDMS a high
voltage (> 50V) is required to have 3º variation of contact angle or higher voltage (>100V)
for Δθ=10º. (See Figure 14)

Figure 14 Lippmann–Young calculation for PDMS (Voltage vs. thickness)
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For coating PDMS thin film, Sylgard 184 elastomer (Dow-Corning Corporation, USA) is
mixed with its curing agent with rate 10:1 (wt/wt). After mixing, trapped air in the mixture is
removed in vacuum for about 15min. The thickness of PDMS depends on the velocity of spin
coater[134]. The thin layer of PDMS (10 µm) deposited on ITO layer was achieved by ramp
acceleration of 1000rpm for 10s and 6000 rpm during 60 s, After that it is heated for
polymerization at 155ºC for 7mins.

Figure 15 Experimental results of EWOD with PDMS as hydrophobic insulator for applied 100V

For validation of EWOD calculation the characterization of PDMS layer within EWOD
phenomena was done with 10µL water placed on top of PDMS, variation of contact angle
were captured by CAM200 , The results are shown in Figure 15, Applying -100V on a drop
of water Δθ=10º was achieved. The experimental results validate the calculation done with
Lippmann–Young equation.

3.2.2.2 SU8 negative photoresist used as dielectric layer

SU8 is commonly used as a negative photoresist for fabrication of microfluidic devices
[132,135–138]. Lately, SU8-2 with dielectric constant of r ≈ 4 has been used in order to
achieve thin dielectric layers. As the SU8 is hydrophilic, it is required to deposit an additional
hydrophobic layer on top such as Teflon AF1600 (with dielectric constant of r ≈ 1.93). For
Lippmann–Young calculation thickness of the hydrophobic layer is considered with 550nm.
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Figure 16 Lippmann–Young calculation for SU8 1.5μm and Teflon AF1600 550nm (Voltage vs. thickness)

Figure 16 shows that with a thickness of the hydrophobic layer of 550nm, in order to
achieve a variation of contact angle of Δθ =3º a voltage of ≈15V is required. SU8 deposition
is also limited by the velocity of spin coater and viscosity, the minimum achievable thickness
of SU8 is ≈1.5µm. For a thickness of 1.5µm, in order to obtain a variation of contact angle,
for example of Δθ= 20º, a voltage of V=55 V is required. In this work a dielectric layer of
negative photoresist SU-8 2 from Micro ChemicalsTM, was spin-coated over the substrate
with a ramp to a velocity of 500 rpm at 100 rpm/sec (5sec), then to 3000rpm at 1000rpm/sec
for 60s. The layer is then pre-backed for 15min at 95ºC, then exposed to UV for 30s and
post-backed on a hotplate for 30min at 95ºC resulting in 1.5μm robust SU8 layer. As it
mentioned before SU8 is hydrophobic, it is required to deposit an additional hydrophobic
layer upon SU8 layer. A 10% Teflon AF solution (DuPont) was spin-coated over a dielectric
layer at 3000 rpm for 60s, giving 550 nm thick Teflon film with relative permittivity value of
r ≈ 1.93. The film thickness was controlled by varying the concentration of the Teflon
solution by diluting with Fluorinert FC-40 (DuPont). The Teflon deposited on substrate is
heated for 6 minutes at 112 °C in air, then 5 minutes at 165 °C, in order to remove any
residual solvent and improve the adhesion of the Teflon layer to the substrate. Finally it is
baked for 15 min at 328 °C.
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Figure 17 Experimental results of EWOD with SU8 as dielectric and Teflon AF1600 as hydrophobic layer

The experimental results of EWOD are shown in the Figure 17, where the time
evaluation of the contact angle of 10µl water drop placed on top of a lens holder when a 55V
voltage is applied. We were able to achieve a high variation of contact angle (Δθ = 20º) as
was predicted. Still 55V is very high voltage for smart integration of liquid lens.

3.2.2.3 Highly robust dielectric layer of Alumina with high dielectric constant

The reduction of the applied voltage is a big challenge in the fabrication of micro-fluidic
devices and liquid lenses. As it mentioned before, in order to reduce the applied voltage
required it is necessary to have a very thin layer of dielectric plus a hydrophobic layer.
According to our previous results , even with a very thin layer of SU8, high voltage is
required to obtain Δθ=20º hence, in order to have low voltage EWOD we need to reduce the
thickness of the dielectric layer to nano-metric scale with higher dielectric permittivity.
Alumina (Al2O3) is a good candidate as it is a transparent dielectric with high relative
permittivity value (r≈9.8). One of the reasons to select alumina as dielectric layer is that it is
highly robust , preventing hydrolysis of water. Alumina was deposited by atomic layer
deposition (ALD) technique. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a chemical vapor deposition
technique based on sequential self-terminating gas–solid reactions. For about four decades it
has been applied to deposit conformal layers of inorganic material with thicknesses down to
the nanometer range. Figure 18 show the chemical vapor deposition process of Alumina.
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Al(CH3)3(g) + 1.5 H2O(g) → 0.5 Al2O3(s) + 3 CH4(g)

Figure 18 ALD Growth of Alumina

Alumina is also hydrophilic and thus is it necessary, like with SU8, to deposit a
hydrophobic layer on top. The same thickness of Teflon (550nm) was considered. As
illustrated in Figure 19 the minimum applied voltage is same as SU8 due to thickness and
dielectric constant of the Teflon layer. For thickness less than 100nm of Alumina it is
observed that the required voltage depends on the thickness of Teflon and the effect of the
thickness of alumina on the applied voltage is negligible. Here alumina is working as robust
protection barrier to avoid hydrolysis of water which in the next sections it is shown that the
Alumina film will allow having a thinner layer of Teflon. According to Lippmann–Young
equation in order to obtain Δθ=20º a voltage of 40V is required, so lower voltage compared
to SU8 and PDMS.

Figure 19 Lippmann–Young calculation for Alumina and Teflon AF1600 550nm (Voltage vs. thickness)
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Following our calculation in order to validate the results, a 24nm thick Alumina was
deposited on top of ITO, Then 550nm thick Teflon AF1600 was deposited as hydrophobic
layer on top of alumina by spin coating process explained in the previous section. As
illustrated in the SEM image (Figure 20) we were able to fabricate quite thin and uniform
alumina layer.

Figure 20 Cross view SEM image of liquid lens setup

By placing the holder on the goniometric device (CAM200) the change of contact angle
of 10µl drop of water was captured by applying 25V and 40V as it is shown in Figure 21.
High variation of contact angle (Δθ=20º) was obtained with 40V and Δθ≈10º was obtained
with 25V. It was not possible to obtain visible change for lower voltage because of the
thickness of Teflon layer. Thus next the hydrophobic layer of Teflon will be optimized in
order to obtain lower voltage and highly reversible EWOD phenomena by using Alumina as
dielectric layer.
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Figure 21 Experimental results of EWOD with Alumina as dielectric and Teflon AF1600 as hydrophobic layer
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3.2.3

Improvement of Hydrophobic layer to obtain low voltage EWOD

As it described previously described using dielectric materials with high dielectric
permittivity could also enable reduced voltage. However, it was found that this option is not
practically viable, because the thickness of the hydrophobic layer plays an important role on
the minimization of the required voltage. Using Alumina as dielectric layer we were able to
reduce the applied voltage. In order to obtain even lower voltage for high variation of contact
angle Δθ, it is required to also reduce the thickness of the hydrophobic layer. Using 24nm
Alumina later the results are shown in Figure 22:

Figure 22 Lippmann–Young calculation for sample with 24nm Alumina and 200nm Teflon

As can be seen =30 degrees can be achieved at 25V with a 24nm thick alumina layer
and 200nm Teflon layer. After several experiments we realized that even though low voltage
EWOD is achievable the contact angle after removing voltage did not recover to the initial
value because of degradation of the Teflon layer. By analyzing the surface morphology of
Teflon, we observed that one of the critical problems is that the Teflon layer integrity is
compromised when applying voltage on a distilled water drop, hence the wettability of
surface will increase and it will also cause the hydrolysis of distilled water that will damage
the hydrophobic layer and electrode. The results are shown in (Figure 23) where magnified
pictures of the surface of Teflon before and after applying a 10V to a DI water droplet are
shown. As it is illustrated by applying voltage the liquid starts to hydrolyze and create
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bubbles inside liquid drop as can be seen the application of voltage has produced a surface
degradation jeopardizing the reproducibility of the measurements.

Figure 23 a) AFM image of Teflon 10% layer before applying 10V b) AFM image of Teflon 10% layer after
applying 10V

Hence in order to have highly robust and low voltage EWOD with high reversibility
further optimization of hydrophobic layer is mandatory in order to obtain low voltage
EWOD. We have undertaken research on the deposition of HMDS thin film [139]. HMDS is
a hydrophobic material widely used in microelectronics processing to improve adhesion of
photoresist layers. HMDS was deposited by spin coating with a speed of 7000rpm,
acceleration of 1000rpm/s for 60s in order to achieve very thin layer (the thickness of HMDS
were considered negligible compared to the thickness of Alumina and Teflon). The HMDS
layer helps to improve of the hydrophobicity of the Teflon layer by increasing the stability of
the hydrophobic layer allowing us to deposit much thinner and robust Teflon layer (200nm).
The effect of the adhesion promoter HMDS treatment on the hydrophobicity of Teflon layer
is shown in Figure 24 where the values of the initial contact angle of water drop upon the
surface was measured. As it is illustrated in Figure 24, the initial contact angle is improved
by more than a 20%.
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Figure 24 Initial contact angle of distilled water on different hydrophobic layers (only HMDS, only Teflon 10%
and HMDS+Teflon 10%)

We have checked the reversibility of the contact angle change after applying voltage
between 5 and 50V as shown in Figure 25 and Figure 26the contact angle variation 0.25º< Δθ
< 37º and high recovery rate of more than 87% was obtained. In view of these results, we
established as our baseline a substrate, a 100nm conductive transparent ITO, 24nm of
Alumina layer, HMDS treatment and Teflon 10% for the rest of the experiments.

Figure 25 Variation of contact angle and recovery percentage depend on applied voltage
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Figure 26 Variation of contact angle of water on protected hydrophobic by different applied voltage

3.3 Conclusion ad discussion
According to the Lippmann–Young equation, the thickness and the dielectric
permittivity of the dielectric layer are the main parameters that can reduce the required
voltage for EWOD (Table 4). As predicted, using materials with high dielectric constant and
with thicknesses in nanometric range the required voltage to achieve high variation of contact
angle (Δθ>20º) is significantly reduced. Experimental results demonstrate quantifiably these
effects. Even though we were able to reduce the voltage using alumina, we were not able to
decrease the thickness of the Teflon layer because of breakdown voltage was reduced and
physical defects appeared. HMDS has proved to improve the value of the initial contact angle
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and the stability of the film allowing us to decrease the Teflon layer thickness and achieve
lower voltage for EWOD. Quantitatively a high variation of contact angle (Δθ>20º) was
obtained at 10V for a 100nm conductive transparent ITO, 24nm of Alumina layer, HMDS
treatment and Teflon 10% of 200nm thickness.

Table 4 Working voltage for combination of different dielectric and hydrophobic layers

Reference Dielectric layer Hydrophobic layer Required voltage(V)
[140]

Parlyene

Teflon

30-100

[3]

PECVD Oxide

Teflon

100

[141]

SiO2

Cytop

100

[142]

Parlyene

Teflon

85 Vac

[143]

Parlyene

Teflon

80

[144]

SiO2

Teflon

110 Vrms

[145]

SiO2

Teflon

45

[146]

Parlyene

Teflon

80-150

[147]

SiO2

Teflon

50-200

[132]

SU8

-

70

[148,149]

Alumina

Teflon

<15

[150]

Parlyene

Cytop

7.2-11.4

This work

Alumina

HMDS+Teflon

5-50
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4.1.1

Introduction

Following our study on optimization of bottom layer by improving the stability and
hydrophobicity of Teflon layer and reducing the required voltage value by using thin and
high dielectric constant material such as alumina, now we address in this Chapter an
investigation on the conductive liquid to build EWOD liquid lenses. Water or water solutions
(aqueous electrolyte) are commonly used in microfluific devices based on EWOD because of
their simplicity, low cost, high electrical conductance, high surface tension and high contact
angle on hydrophobic surfaces. However, the idea of EWOD liquid lens is to have high
variation of focal length by applying as low voltage as possible. The use of water limits the
implementation of liquid lenses because as several problems have been observed when they
operate under applied voltage, such as corrosion of electrodes, electrolysis, bubbling,
tendency to permeate through or swell numerous polymers, and ability to degrade some
materials. Besides, water has a freezing temperature preventing its use in some outdoor
electrowetting applications such as aerospace cameras or outdoors cameras. Moreover, as
predicted by the Lippmann–Young equation, the contact angle gets smaller when the applied
voltage increases until a certain saturation value is reached and when, the voltage is reversed
to zero, the contact angle for water does not fully recover to the initial value. According to
our measurements we observed that water loses its performance in long term cycling of liquid
lenses (dynamic EWOD). All those problems have motivated the systematic research on nonaqueous liquids suitable for electrowetting applications. In the literature , several studies have
been done on conductive liquids such as DMSO, Ehtylene Glycol, Formamide, γbutyrolactone, N-metil formamide, etc[23]. and also, more recently, on room-temperature
ionic liquids (RTILs) as electrolytes [151,152]. Among the aqueous/non-aqueous liquids
proposed in the literature, we have concentrated on mixtures of two organic liquids: ethylene
glycol, which was studied by Heikenfeld [23], and a liquid which is widely used in
microfluidics and in printed electronic applications: glycerol. Ethylene glycol has a freezing
point of -13°C and a dielectric permittivity of 37, by mixing with Glycerol with a dielectric
permittivity of 42.5, the freezing point will reduce to -36.4°C and both have better
conductivity than water. Ethylene-glycol and glycerol are known as polar liquids, both suffer
from 2 issues: ethylene glycol is low in surface tension and glycerol has a too high viscosity.
A mixture of those two components allows obtaining a workable electrowetting solution
where surface tension is not too low and viscosity not too high. The mixtures of Ethylene
glycol and Glycerol (Polar liquid mixture, PLM) are investigated as an alternative liquid for
water because of their high surface tension and wide operating temperature as well we have
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measured the initial contact angle, the dynamic change of the contact angle value after a
given voltage is applied, the time response, the contact angle reversibility after the voltage is
removed and the response of the liquid drop to a series of pulses of different frequencies.

4.1.2

Experimental results

4.1.2.1 Physical properties of polar liquid mixture

The liquids we have used in our experiments, are five different homogeneous mixtures
of polar liquids ( PLM): ethylene glycol and glycerol (Table 5) using 10mL solvent (Ethylene
Glycol) and several amounts of glycerol (7.5mL, 5.824, 5mL ,4.146mL ,3.333mL , 2.5mL ,
and 1.25mL), resulting in glycerol percentage of 42.86%, 36.84%, 33.33%, 29.25%, 25%,
20%, 11.11% respectively.

Table 5 Polar liquids and their properties

Name

Structure

Surface
tension
(mN.mˉ¹)

Conductivity
(μS/cm)

Reflective
index (n)

Miscibility
with Water

Ethylene Glycol

47.7

1.07e-6

1.43824

Yes

Glycerol

64

0.064

1.4722

Yes

Water

75.64

0.01

1.333

Yes

As the liquid used for EWOD liquid lens need to be conductive and transparent, the
conductivity of different mixtures has been measured using a conductometer. As it is
illustrated in Table 5 the conductivity of polar liquids are much higher than that of water.
Moreover the transparency of the liquid in the visible range is an important factor for liquid
lenses. In Figure 27 the refractive index of the PLM mixture and conductivity are plotted as a
function of the percentage of the mixture. The value of the refractive index is similar to water
but it has higher electrical conductivity.
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Figure 27 Refractive index and conductivity of different mixture of PLM

The experimental studies reported in this chapter were carried out using samples that
were fabricated following the process described in chapter 2. First a 96.7 nm thick indium-tin
oxide (ITO) layer was sputtered on a glass substrate as the bottom electrode. After that, a 25
nm thick alumina (Al2O3) was deposited by an Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) system.
Before depositing a Teflon layer, we deposited an HMDS layer by spin-coating at 3000 rpm
and then we typically completed the surface treatment by another spin-coating at 3000 rpm
for 60s of a 10% Teflon AF solution (DuPont), resulting in a 200 nm thick film. The
enhancement of the hydrophobicity and stability of the Teflon layer, the initial contact angle
of drops of PLM mixture were also improved. This can be seen in Figure 28 where the initial
contact angle of PLM 33.3% was compared to that of water before and after optimization of
the hydrophobic layer.
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Figure 28 Initial contact angle of selected PLM33.3% and water before and after optimization of hydrophobic
layer

The initial contact angle of PLM mixture measured by CAM200 equipment is shown in
Figure 29. The values are in the range between 101.7º and 106º slightly increasing with the
glycol concentration. The contact angle of water was between 115º and 123º. These results
show that by improving hydrophobicity of the surface, a high contact angle of 105.998º has
been achieved for the largest glycerol concentration used in our experiments (PLM 33.3%).
That is comparable to 104º for water on Teflon according to the datasheet.

Distilled Water
126.172°

Ethylene glycol-

Ethylene glycol-

Ethylene glycol-

Glycerol 29.3%

Ethylene glycol-

Glycerol 20%

Ethylene glycol-

Glycerol 33.3%

105.195°

Glycerol 24.9%

103.165°

Glycerol 12.5%

105.998°

105.181°

101.795°

Figure 29 Side pictures of liquid droplets. Number (1) shows the water Initial contact angle, which is 126.17º.
The values for the PLM mixtures (2-6) are detailed in Table 6.
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4.1.2.2 Electrowetting characterization of polar liquid mixture

Experimentally parameters such as initial contact angle, variation of contact angle,
recovery percentage, and fall time for different mixtures of PLM have been investigated. The
summary of all experimental results are shown in Table 6. All electrowetting tests were done
by applying -15V on 10µl droplets. With the PLM mixture we obtained a high variation of
contact angle Δθ > 28º which is significant even for this moderate value of voltage. As it is
observed, the initial contact angle increases as the glycol contents is increased and similar
behavior is observed for the variation of contact angle Δθ, the recovery percentage and fall
time. The recovery percentage was calculated as the ratio of the final stable recovered contact
angle divided by the initial contact. As well we estimated the fall time as the time lapse
between the 10% and 90% of the total angle change. The definition of delay time, response
time, falling time and variation of contact angle is shown in Figure 30. Our measurements
were performed using a time step of 10ms and in the lower contents of glycol the fall time
was smaller than the time resolution of the equipment.

Figure 30 Definitions of the delay time td, the time to respond, tr, and the difference between td and tr called
falling time
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Table 6 Conductivity and electrowetting measurements for several mixtures of Ethylene glycol and Glycerol for
15 V of applied voltage.
Liquid Material

Viscosity (cP)

Initial contact
angle (deg.)

Fall
time*(s)

Contact angle
recovery (%)

101.7945

Contact
angle change
(deg.)
15.131

PLM 11.11%

37.3

0.01

92

PLM 20%

60.2

103.1655

9.65

0.08

93

PLM 25%

65.4

105.181

12.841

0.095

95

PLM 29.25%

73.7

105.1955

12.2105

0.08

95

PLM 33.3%

92.8

105.9975

20.4195

0.06

97

PLM 36.84%

94.2

103.808

7.033

0.048

95

PLM 42.86%

120.6

96.879

6.869

0.06
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* Estimated as time step of measurement was 0.01s

By a preliminary test on different mixtures of PLM we observed that PLM-33.3% gives
better performance than the other mixtures, Even though the fall time is longer, it has a
significant variation of contact angle with the low voltage of 15V and high recovery of
96.13% . This makes this mixture a suitable alternative instead of water for EWOD microdevices. In Figure 31 full EWOD characterization for a 10µl PLM-33.3% droplet is shown by
applying different voltage values namely 5V, 7V, 10V, 15V, 25V and 50V and compared to a
full transient measurement of the contact angle of 10µl water. The transients shown are a
sequence of applied voltage on the OFF_ON switch mode followed by an ON_OFF switch
after 2 seconds.
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Figure 31 Transient contact angle by applying a step voltage of OFF-ON-OFF for 2s with 5V, 7V, 10V, 15V,
25V to water 10μl and PLM 33.3%.

Once the voltage is applied, we observe that the transient exhibits a sharp drop of the
contact angle value. In the case of higher voltages, an overshoot is observed followed by a
stabilization phase towards a steady state value. Also the variation of contact angle when 5V
are applied for water is negligible whereas PLM-33% shows a variation of Δθ≈4º. Full
electrowetting characterization of PLM- 33.3% and water by different applied voltage is
shown in Table 7. We summarize our results for the contact angle change, fall time and
contact angle recovery percentage for both water and PLM-33.3%. We observed that by
applying low voltage V<15V, with PLM as liquid we obtained higher variation of the change
of contact angle (ex. For 10V , Δθ≈20º) compared to water, thus in terms of the variation of
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the contact angle, the PLM at voltages less than 25 V gives better performance than water.
The fall time decreases as the voltage is increased, although this has to be taken cautiously, as
in the larger voltages the transient has an overshoot and then the relevant figure should be the
settling time (time required to reach the steady state value) instead of the fall time. Taking
into account the different values of the initial contact angle, Table 7 also shows the
percentage recovery. As can be seen a recovery greater than 85% is observed in all cases and
the PLM recovers quite similarly to water.

Table 7 Summary of electrowetting measurements for distilled water and 33% mixture of ethylene glycol and
glycerol for several values of applied voltage.
Liquid Droplet

Voltage (V)

Contact angle
change (deg.)

Fall time*(s)

Contact angle
recovery (%)

Distilled Water

5

0.24

-

-

7

6.35

0.17

95.74

10

18.63

0.11

100

15

36.99

0.15

92.57

25

35.33

0.04

95.32

50

37.23

0.03

87.71

5

3.83

0.43

96.12

7

11.66

0.33

93.40

10

19.48

0.12

95.71

15

27.21

0.03

95.51

25

35.95

0.03

86.97

50

37.78

0.01

86.82

Ethylene glycol-Glycerol 33%

According to the Lippmann–Young equation the plot of the (cosθ-cosθ0) value is shown
in Figure 32, where θ is the contact angle at the steady state (taken at a time t= 2s just before
the voltage is removed), and θ0 is the initial contact angle value. The values are plotted as a
function of the applied voltage V. The logarithm of the Lippmann-Young equation can be
written as:

[16]
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Figure 32 Plot of the value of the difference (cos θ-cosθ0) as a function of the applied voltage for: (a) water, and
(b) ethylene glycol-glycerol 33.3%.

Where d is the thickness of the dielectric, γlv is the surface tension, ε0 is the vacuum
permittivity εr is the relative permittivity of the dielectric layer and V is the applied voltage
between the droplet and the substrate. It is clear from Equation 16 that the value of the slope
of the plot of log (cos θ - cosθ0) as a function of log V should have a value of 2. Our best fit
of the Lippmann -Young equation in Figure 32 in the range where it holds in the
experiments, gives us a value of the electrowetting number is equal to 3.25e-3 for the
PLM33.3% and 5.23e-3 for water. We also see that the contact angle saturation is reached for
voltages between 10V and 15V in all cases.

4.1.2.3 Cycling EWOD properties of PLM droplets

The reliability is the ability of a the device to keep its performance and maintain its
initial physical properties, such as initial contact angle and variation of contact angle after a
set of tests and even long term testing. For a liquid lens, the reliability may be evaluated by
the measurements of the stability of the response after switching the applied voltage on and
off several thousands or millions of times. The cycling EWOD experiments were performed
using a square signal of a given amplitude and frequency. We have registered the contact
angle when a 10V amplitude, 2 Hz (Figure 33a) and 5 Hz (Figure 33b) frequency were
applied. We can observe that for frequency of 2Hz the PLM-33.3% shows an initial contact
angle degradation in the first few cycles but after that it reaches a regime of almost constant
amplitude and stability. On the other hand, water for the first few cycles shows high
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performance and high variation of contact angle with high recovery but after a few cycles
significantly degrades. By increasing frequency to 5Hz, in both cases it is observed that we
are above the higher cut-off frequency and the liquid does not reach the maximum variation
of contact angle. The PLM-33.3% mixture shows periodic behavior. This would mean that
the cut-off frequency of the system explored in this work is in the range of 2 to 5 Hz for 10µl
droplets.

Figure 33 Dynamic EWOD measurements on water and ethylene glycol-glycerol 33% for: (a) 2Hz and (b) 5Hz
10V amplitude signal

In order to verify the reliability of the transients during long cycling experiments of the
applied voltage, we have registered up to 1000 cycles of 10 V amplitude frequency of 2Hz
signal for both distilled water and PLM -33.3% droplets. This is illustrated in Figure 34 .As
can be seen for water a significant drop in performance is seen and after some 100 cycles and
after that the variation of contact angle drops to almost zero. On other hand PLM-33.3%
droplet, although a performance loss is observed after the first 30 cycles it reaches a steady
regime with an stable approximate variation of contact angle of 10 degree.
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Figure 34 Applying 1000 cycles of 10 V amplitude signal to both distilled water and PLM 33.3% samples

The periodic behavior of PLM-33.3% droplet compared to the non-periodic behavior of
water was verified as well by applying a staircase up and down voltage ramp. With this
technique we were able to characterize liquid behavior more precisely. The ramp voltage was
applied from 0V to 50V with 2V steps every 50ms. The measured change of contact angle in
the up-staircase regime shows that both water and PLM-33.3% droplet follow closely the
change of the applied voltage but in the down- staircase regime, the water droplet shows a
time delay on the recovery response that could be explained as a sort of memory effect On
the contrary the PLM-33.33% droplet fully recovers without significant delay. The memory
effect could be explain by effect of the leak resistance and the charge build up in the
dielectric [87,88], to insulating fluid charge to instabilities, to micro-droplet ejection and to
gas ionization[89–91].
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Figure 35 Staircase up and down voltage ramp and dynamic recovery of the DIW and of the PLM33.3%

By the simultaneous measurement of the applied voltage and of the electrical current
during the applied staircase up and down voltage ramp, the PLM-33.3% droplet shows a
typical capacitive behavior contrary to the water droplet. This can be the reason for th
different staircase behavior.
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Figure 36 Electrochemical characterization of Water and PLM33.3%, applied voltage versus measured current

Theoretically ideal capacitor can be defined as Equation 17, here v is equal to
[17]

Figure 37 ideal capacitor

Capacitors with leak resistance are defined as:

,

[18]
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:

Figure 38 Capacitor with leak resistance

And real capacitor is defined as:

[19]

Figure 39 real capacitor

As the results the leak resistance for PLM drop is equal to 1.313Ω and the equivalent
capacitor measured by applying staircase voltage is equal to 226.4nF.
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4.1.3

Conclusions and discussion

In this chapter we report on the characterization of the polar liquid mixtures as liquids
for elctrowetting lenses and compare the results with that of distilled water. We have used an
alternative optimized polar liquid mixture (PLM) (Ethylene glycol and Glycerol) and we
have characterized the physical properties of PLM mixture such as the elctrical conductivity,
the refraction index. We have done experimental electrowetting characterization of the initial
contact angle, and os the contact angle after different voltages were applied. Our best results
were obtained using a PLM of 33% having a high initial contact angle value of ≈106º. With
the optimized electrode material layers we find significant electrowetting for low voltage for
example a high change

of contact angle value of 19.48º when

10V were applied in

comparison to Δθ = 18.63º for water. We have shown that the PLM-33.3% mixture can be an
alternative to water in terms of contact angle change, time response and recovery.
Additionally it shows stability after 1000 cycle of switching voltage with periodic variation
of contact angle and capacitive behavior.
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5.1.1

Introduction

In previous chapters we have described our work on low voltage electrowetting.
Recently the interest on using superhydrophobic layers in a variety of industrial applications,
such as anticorrosive protective coatings, microfluidics (microchannels and reactors, lab-ona-chip devices and biomedical devices) [153–155] , self-assembly of particles [156,157] and
self-cleaning surfaces, such as window glasses [158], paints, and fabrics, green engineering
[159], marine fouling [160], anti-icing surface [161,162], drag reducing surfaces [163],
increased

significantly.

Among

the

superhydrophobic

materials,

1H,1H,2H,2H-

perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (FDTS) is widely used in MEMs applications and microfluidic
devices[164,165]. By reducing significantly the thickness of the hydrophobic layer combined
with the use of ultrathin dielectric later with high dielectric permittivity, should lead to an
increase of the initial contact angle value and to achieve a large change of the contact angle
even at modest voltages. FDTS has a long chain and forms nanometer scale clouds leading to
ultrathin (nanometer scale) superhydrophobic layers which have great potential to be used as
alternative to Teflon [157]. In this chapter we describe experiments aimed to (a) assess the
superhydrophobicity of FDTS layers in structures suitable for EWOD, that is to say on top of
ITO transparent electrodes covered by a thin dielectric layer (alumina in this Chapter
following the experience gained in previous chapters), (b) to check the recovery of the
contact angle after electrowetting and (c) to examine the integrity of the FDTS layer in
EWOD operating conditions for electrowetting applications. Furthermore we have discovered
conventional contact mode EWOD cause degradation of FDTS layer which lead to hydrolysis
of liquid hence here for the first time we have presented contactless EWOD on
superhydrophobic layer of FDTS.

5.1.2

Experimental results

5.1.2.1 Fabrication

Based on Chapter 2 the fabrication process started by the sputter deposition of a
conductive transparent layer of ITO with a gap distance between substrate and target of 13cm
a power of 50W for 45min. Typically 100nm thick layers of ITO were obtained. The
fabrication process is shown in Figure 40 In order to have contact with the ITO layer a first
photolithography step to pattern the ITO has been carried out by spin coating of a photoresist
on top of ITO, thermal curing , UV exposed and etch as shown in Figure 40-2. A 24nm thick
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alumina layer is then deposited by ALD and then the FDTS monolayer is deposited. The final
step is to open window for the ground electrode using a lift-off step.

Figure 40 fabrication steps of liquid holder for appying EWOD

The deposition step of the FDTS layer is illustrated in the Figure 41 First a reaction of
perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane with water is performed to form hydroxyl groups and HCl as by
product followed by the deposition of the self-assembled hydroxyl chain on the substrate. In
order to achieve superhydrophobic layer it is required to the liquid source in the first step to
be heated at 100ºC otherwise it will form FOTS. At the end of the procedure 4nm thick
FDTS layer was obtained (This deposition was performed at the Laboratory of National
Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) Japan.

Figure 41 FDTS deposition steps
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Perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (FDTS), usually form densely packed monolayers by
horizontal polymerization. The desired hydrophobic properties are obtained typically by
coating a substrate with SAMs of trifunctional silanes to form by horizontal polymerization
densely packed monolayers with low energy. The concentration of water inside the chamber
plays an important role. If the concentration of water is low the rate of reaction is low
causing formation of hydroxyl whereas if the concentration of water is high it causes nonhomogeneous deposition and high aggregation rate of FTDS.

5.1.2.2 Hydrophobicity and effect of roughness

As illustrated in Figure 42 the surface of the FDTS layer is a combination of micro and
nano scale roughness. An increase of roughness has direct relation with wettability of
surface, if the surface has low surface tension, increasing the roughness will increase the
hydrophobicity of the solid layer. The hydrophobicity and contact angle of a 10µl drop of
liquid were measured by a goniometric device (CAM200). Two types of liquid were
compared: water and a mixture PLM-33.3% (see chapter 3), the liquid were placed by a
vertical syringe on top of FDTS surface.

Figure 42 3D image of FDTS layer
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In Figure 43 the initial contact angle for both water and PLM-33.3% were measured
giving a high initial contact angle value of 165.68º for water and 148.26º for PLM-33.3%.

Figure 43 Initial contact angle of water 165.68º , PLM33.3% 148.26º

In the SEM image shown in Figure 44 we observed that the deposition process of the
FDTS layer with SAM technique creates a cloud of nanoparticles in the surface increasing
the roughness and reducing the wettability of the surface [166–170]. The cleaning of the
surface from nanoparticles, was performed by soaking the sample inside acetone and
applying ultrasonic bath for 1min, washing with distilled water and drying in the oven with
nitrogen flow of 2sccm. A significant percentage of the nanoparticles cloud were washed out
(Figure 45), so the cleaning process reduced the roughness of the surface thus , considering
Wenzel-Cassie theory, the wettability of surface should be increased and the contact angle
reduced.
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Figure 44 Surface characterization of FDTS before cleaning process
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Figure 45 Surface characterization of FDTS after cleaning process

This modification makes an important difference in terms of hydrophobicity as the rougher
surface shows a contact angle in the range of 165.68º whereas the washed surface exhibits
~108.15º, much lower Figure 46.
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Figure 46 before washing surface (Left), after washing surface (Right)

5.1.2.3 Contact mode EWOD
10μl drops of conductive liquids (water and polar liquid mixture) were placed using a
vertical syringe on top of the surface of the samples. Real time image processing system with
high speed camera (BASLER A602F), with resolution of 640x480 pixels was used to capture
the dynamic change of contact angle with recording velocity of 400f/s. To apply voltage to
the liquid, a 0.1mm platinum wire was used in order to avoid any oxidation or reaction with
liquid.

Figure 47 Lippmann–Young calculation for 24nm Alumina and FDTS layer as hydrophobic
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According to the Lippmann–Young equation and using a dielectric constant value of εr =
17 for the FDTS later, calculations show that with 4nm thickness of FDTS applying less of
5V we achieve a large change of the contact angle value. At 2V the contact angle change was
very small (negligible) as it was expected. After drying the surface on a hot plate we
observed that the FTDS layer begun to degrade in the contact area between the drop and the
substrate (Figure 48), the characterization of EWOD on FDTS layer were repeated with 5V
and 10V as well, it is illustrated in the below figures applying higher voltage just increased
the degradation of FDTS layer.

Figure 48 Microscope image of degraded area exactly in contact zone between drop and FDTS layer by 2V
applied voltage, surface profile following green line
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Figure 49 Microscope image of degraded area exactly in contact zone between drop and FDTS layer by 5V
applied voltage

Figure 50 SEM image of degraded area exactly in contact zone between drop and FDTS layer by 10V applied
voltage

When the voltage is removed still the surface shows high hydrophobicity, as it is
illustrated in Figure 51 ; even by dragging we were not able to role the drop on the surface as
it was trapped in the degraded area.
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Figure 51 dragging liquid drop on surface with needle

Trichlorosilane coatings are bonded to alumina surface through silicon-oxygen-silicon
(Si-O-Si) bonds. The alkyl chains in the silane are, from a chemical point of view, very
stable, as in the case of fluorocarbons. The weak point of these coatings, however, is the
bonding at the interface between the Si-substrate and the silane molecules. This type of
silicon-oxygen bond has been considered susceptible to hydrolysis in humid or aqueous
conditions. The stability of the monolayers in air is excellent. However, upon immersion in
water, the film rapidly degrades over time and the degradation speed increases by applying
voltage to liquid, Hence applying voltage in the contact mode is not suitable to achieve
variation of contact angle and obtain ultra-low voltage EWOD liquid lens.

5.1.2.4 FDTS Contactless EWOD

Once the degradation of the surface of FDTS has been assessed in the previous section,
the EWOD potential has to be estimated using another means to bring charge to the triple line
less harmful to the layer integrity. We investigate the contactless EWOD as it was
successfully used already for electrowetting [171,172]. Experiments were done by using a
controlled ion-gun[173,174]. Conventional corona ionizers use a needle electrode, an
extremely high voltage that causes the ionization of air molecules and, increases the static
charge trapped in the triple line. We observed that using the corona ionizer gun for EWOD
significant variation of contact angle was achieved. This technique was recently introduced
[171] using a corona charge equipment. In this work however we used a commercial ion gun.
Other works have also shown the potential to scale-up this technique, building arrays of
micro ion guns. Figure 52 shows the experimental arrangement where the ion gun is shown in
the vicinity of the triple line.
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Figure 52 schematic of contactless electrowetting liquid lens

The 10µl water was drop was placed on top of the FDTS covered surface with a vertical
syringe as it is illustrated in the front view of liquid Figure 53. The measured initial contact
angle was 165.68º. By applying the ion-gunshot the contact angle was reduced by ~36º which
shows high contactless EWOD phenomena. With a top view capture of liquid lens, it shows
high variation of focal length obtaining a clear image of letter “M” underneath the liquid as
shown in Figure 53.

Figure 53 contactless EWOD with water front view , top view
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On other hand we used polar liquid mixture of 33.3% as shown in Figure 54. The initial
contact angle is a bit lower than that of water 148.26º and after by applying an ion-gun shot
we obtained high variation of contact angle of ~38º. As it was expected using PLM-33.3%
shows higher variation of contact angle.

Figure 54 contactless EWOD with PLM33.3% front view

Moreover, we have studied the contact angle recovery after applying ion-gun shot ,
approximately 60s after of applying corona charge, we have recorded 100% recovery of
contact angle. Figure 55 shows a plot of the value of contact angle as function of time. At the
beginning of experiment (t=0) the ion-gun shot was directed towards the droplet from above
and the transient that developed thereafter was recorded. As can be seen we have recorded
5ms before applying corona charge then a sharp drop of the contact angle value was
recorded. In case of water, after the shot, the contact angle changed from ~165.86º to
~129.85º and from ~148.26º to ~110.26º for a polar liquid mixture. The contact angle
remained at the low value with some ripple but always around ~130º for water and ~110º for
the polar liquid mixture. After approximately 2s the contact angle starts recovering slowly
towards the initial value. The recovery time depends on the liquid that has been used, on the
amount of trapped charge and on the charge removal procedure.

Among the several

techniques to remove trapped charge, heating the substrate, blowing nitrogen and applying
reverse voltage are the most common. As we are avoiding direct contact to the liquid, no
reverse voltage technique was used and simply nitrogen blowing was applied. As can be seen
in Figure 55, typically full recovery was reached after 60 seconds approximately.
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Inspection of the FDTS layer after contactless electrowetting experiments did not show
any degradation or cracking and the experiment could be performed many times sequentially.

Figure 55 Contact angle variation by applying corona charge and recovery of contact angle for both (a) water
(b) PLM33.3%
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5.1.3

Conclusions ad discussion

The superhydrohpic FDTS layer have significant potential for EWOD and microfluidic
devices. In this chapter we have characterized the surface morphology of superhydrophobic
layers deposited with a SAM technique and have demonstrated the effect of roughness on the
hydrophobicity. Since the micro fluidic devices operate in continuous contact with liquids
and are subject to harsh chemical environments the hydrophobic protective coatings have to
survive long-term exposure to various liquids and withstand frequent mechanical abrasion
due to wiping. However, the ultra-thin FTDS coatings are very robust in micro fluidic
applications. We have experimentally shown that , in contact mode EWOD,
superhydrophobic layers of FDTS tend to degrade upon applying voltage to the liquids.
However the potential of the FDTS is clear as the contact angle is very high and significant
changes can be achieved providing charge to the interface. If the charge is provided by a
contact procedure the FDTS losses its integrity whereas if contactless procedures are used the
integrity is preserved.
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6.1 Introduction
In this chapter modeling issues are investigated aiming at bridging the gap between the
microfluidics and conventional electronic circuit simulator environments. Modeling of
microfluidics components generally requires computer fluid modeling and finite element
approaches. Most of the time this is very time consuming depending on the accuracy
required. However as the microfluidics components are getting used as another component
inside a more complex system where electronics plays an important role ( see for example the
case of liquid lenses or displays) it becomes urgent to find ways to incorporate the response
of fluidic components into conventional standard circuit simulators such as PSpice.
This chapter is a first attempt to bridge this gap. It must be stated from the beginning that
what it is relevant in this approach is to find models that, rather to fully represent the
underlying physics, are capable to model the operation of the device. This is generally called '
Behavioral modeling' and represents a high level of abstraction in most cases. There are a
number of examples where this approach has proved to be very useful, such as in
photovoltaic cells and systems [175,176] or more generally in digital circuit design [177]. For
the purpose of this work we have followed the following approach for modeling and
parameter extraction.
1. Experimentally acquire measurements of the dynamic response of droplets when
they undergo an step-like electrowetting stimulus
2. Fit the experimental points to an analytical charge coupled electrowetting model
previously developed at UPC [171,172] and fluidic model parameter extraction
3. Fit the experimental points to the response of a second order system as it has
been already proven that it works well for the response of a droplet in a
microchannel [178] and extraction of the second order effective parameter values
4. Compare the values of the parameter extracted using both approaches to find an
equivalence between them
5. Feed the values of the effective parameters in a PSpice version of a second order
system model
6. Run the PSpice model for several stimulus waveforms, beyond step-like
response, and compare with experimental results found for the same device.
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6.2 Experimental
6.2.1

Analytical charge coupled electrowetting model

The analytical charge couple model aforementioned that is summarized in the following
equations:

[20]
[21]

That corresponds to the droplet- excitation arrangement shown in Figure 56.

Figure 56 Schematic of microfluidic modelling base on capacitive behaviour of liquid

In the equations above the parameters have the following meaning;  is the contact angle

LV is the surface tension water-air, is the friction coefficient
3 vol 1/ 3
  

  
(1  cos  ) 2
( ) 
(2  3cos   cos 3  ) 4 / 3


vol is the droplet volume, qA is the charge per unit area stored in the liquid-dielectricsubstrate capacitor, CA=/d is the effective capacitance per unit area, A is the area of the

droplet surface in contact with the substrate and d is the dielectric thickness, VS is the source
voltage and R is the internal resistance of the source.
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In the case we are considering here the experimental structure is made of two layers one
on top of the other. The first is a 24 nm (t1=24nm) thick alumina layer that has a relative
permittivity of 1=9.8 while the second is a 4 nm thick FDTS layer (t2=4nm) having a
relative permittivity value of 2=24. The structure behaves as a two series capacitors and
hence the effective capacitance per unit area of the stack of the two layers is:
[22]

In Equation 26 it can be seen that the unit area capacitance is equivalent to a capacitor
having 1=9.8 of dielectric permittivity and a effective thickness of d=26.3 nm.

6.2.2

Spring model

The behavior of a drop actuation by applying voltage can be described as a damped
mass-spring system.

[23]

Where M (kg) is drop mass, x (m) is radius of drop contact line, the equivalent viscous
damping coefficient is ceq (Ns/m), the equivalent spring constant keq (N/m) and F(N) is
actuation force by applied voltage and TLP position.

[24]

Where ε is equivalent dielectric permittivity, ε0 is vacuum permittivity, d is equivalent
thickness, V is applied voltage, and x0 is initial position of TPL. the variation of TPL position
(x) has linear relation to variation of contact angle. Analytical models frequently use a
simplification of the shape of a drop on top of a surface by considering a spherical cap shape.

[25]
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6.2.3

PSpice model:

With the aim to provide models for electrowetting components in the most extended
circuit modeling and simulation platform that is PSpice. A first demonstration of the
methodology includes a PSpice model of the moving triple line based on the built-in Laplace
function. This function is one of the possible definitions of voltage sources accepting as
argument a transfer function in the s-transformed domain. The simplest case is that of the
spring-mass-damping transfer function (see Equation 26) where the parameters values are the
same as extracted from the spring model by fitting to the experimental measurements. One of
the good things of this approach is that accurate PSpice models can be written with any kind
of rational function of the complex variables as many times. The experimental behavior of
the dynamics of the triple line is not well represented by simple first or second order
functions but sometimes it is required to use terms such as Cole-Cole [179], including non
integer power of S in the polynomials. An example is given by the following equation:

[26]

Where the parameter 'cole' is typically 0.5 and the input parameters: drop mass M (kg), the
equivalent viscous damping coefficient is Ceq (Ns/m), the equivalent spring constant Keq
(N/m) and the actuation force, F (N) are obtained from spring model fitting by Matlab. .

An example oif the PSpice code used in this experiment is the following PSpice code:

********************* Modelo masa muelle lente líquida ****************
***************Unidades en S.I
.param m=0.000001
.param k=0.1265
.param b=0.0017
.param cole=1
Vappl 1 0 PWL (0,0) (0.1m, 0.00019925891626773)
eresponse 10 0 laplace {v(1)} = {1/(m*s^(cole)+b*s+k)}
.tran 0 500m 0 100u;
.STEP param cole 0.25 2 0.25
.options itl4=500 itl1=500 VNTOL=0.1 reltol=0.01 abstol=0.1p
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.probe
.end

Of course the flexibility of PSpice includes the use of different kinds of excitations, not
only step function but also arbitrary Piecewise Linear (PWL) Source Function and then the
output is able to show the triple line behavior in presence of staircases for instance in very
easy and quick way.

6.2.4

Results and discussion

For our purpose we select one of the experimental results found in Chapter 5 in Figure
55 where the step-like electrowetting response has been recorded for a water droplet on top
of a two layer stack of alumina and FDTS. We concentrate in the first step down response.
We have adjusted the model parameters to fit the experimental results and the results are
shown in Figure 57. As can it be seen, the analytical model fits quite well using physical
parameters from the origin of time up to 0.175 s. where the model departs from the
experimental points that, as can be seen, undertake a ringing mode around the asymptotic
value of the contact angle.

Figure 57 Fitting an analytical charge coupled electrowetting model with contactless EWOD on top of
superhydrophobic substrate
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Figure 58 Variation of TPL position contactless EWOD on superhydrophobic surface (Experimental ‘o’ versus
Micro-fluid model ‘-.-’ and Spring model ‘-‘)

Figure 59 to Figure 62 shows comparison of the experimental results with the mains
fluidic models, the spring-mass-damping matlab model and the PSpice model. It can be seen
the agreement and considering that these are “behavioral” models is quite good but the
overshoot shown by the experimental points is not reproduced. This makes us think that a
simple 2nd order system could be subject to experiment in some cases. Fitting parameters
such as damping coefficient and spring constant of dynamic EWOD by applying different
voltage 10V to 50V is presented in Table 8.

Table 8 Fitting parameters of spring model for dynamic EWOD

Columna1

10V

15V

25V

50V

Fx

1.99E-04

4.35E-04

0.0012

0.005

Ceq (damping coefficient)

0.0017

0.01

0.0035

0.0077

Keq (Spring constant)

0.1265

0.253

0.717

2.915

m (kg)

1.00E-06

1.00E-06

1.00E-06

1.00E-06

Based on this parameters we have tried to modify the transfer function shown in
Equation 30 by including a “cole-cole” term accounting for phenomena no represented by
integer powers by of complex variable s, but as scole with cole<1 and in parts under cole=0.5
the effect can be seen in below figures where a combination of values of α and of the
damping coefficient seem to better represent the experimental results.
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Figure 59 fitting with different models models for electrowetting modelling by 10V applied voltage
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Figure 60 fitting with different models models for electrowetting modelling by 15V applied voltage
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Figure 61 fitting with different models models for electrowetting modelling by 25V applied voltage
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Figure 62 fitting with different models for electrowetting modelling by 50V applied voltage

As an outcome of this “behavioral” approach we show in Figure 63 how the PSpice
model could be used to model a staircase-like driving waveform that is the most commonly
used driving in voltammetric measurements. As it was explained in chapter 4, practically the
EWOD phenomena does not follow the behavior of a perfect capacitor but it is affected by
various phenomena such as the leak resistance and the amount of trapped charge in the
dielectric itself or in the micro-drops. The experimental response is lagging behind the
theoretical simulation as could be represented by a memory effect.
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Figure 63 Stair-case simulation results versus experimental results , the difference in final approach is
because of memory effect

6.2.1

Conclusion

It is expected that the microfluidc components enter the mass market and they will coexist in the same system with other electronic devices or circuits such as for example driving
sources. The capability to have equivalent PSpice models of those microfuidic components
greatly expands the global system simulation along with the access to key operational
parameters such as the power consumed, expected electrical currents and voltages, noise etc.
Within this framework it is a lot of work still to be done but as this chapter shows, the
methodology is simple and gives the opportunity to find behavioral models many times very
useful for fast simulations compared to more physical models.
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Chapter 7:
7 Liquid

lens, one side

electrode contact for
2D movement
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7.1 Introduction
Microfluidic movement based on electrowetting, is being used to create the next
generation lenses for a wide variety of Micro-Opto-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MOEMS)
applications. Many of current devices involve electrode contacts in both the upper and
bottom faces [180] or and 1D [9] (or circular symmetry) control of the shape of the droplet
surface. Many applications found in the literature exhibit a 1-D control of the liquid. In
reference [181] single side contacts were used although only symmetric movement was
shown. One of the main goals of this thesis is to achieve a 2-D reversible drive of the droplet
based on electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD). In this chapter, the single face electrodes
fabrication and characterization of 2D reversible drive of the droplet based on capacitive –
coupled electrowetting is described. Both electrodes are placed on the same face of the
device and one of the electrodes is split to provide several control electrodes and hence
allowing 2D control of the droplet shape.

Figure 64 Liquid lens behavior by applying voltage on different sectors, (a) Without applying voltage, (b)
Applying voltage on one sector, (c) Applying voltage on 2 sectors, (d) Applying voltage on 4 sectors

As it is obvious from Figure 64, at the zero state (without applying potential), the liquid
drop placed the center has a circular. When we apply potential on one sector, the contact
angle and the shape of the drop will change and it moves through the current flow. When we
apply potential in two sectors, the contact angle changes and the drop shape equally change
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through the two sectors. Finally, when we apply a voltage to the 4 sectors, the drop lens will
expand uniformly at the center and the contact angle will also change accordingly.

7.2 Experimental results
Theoretically of Electrodynamic of moving of liquid lens [11] by applying a voltage to
the electrode, a fringing field is generated between the central ground electrode and positive
electrodes. The fringing field is simply illustrated in Figure 65 for different design; the
intensity of the electric field is constant due to the constant gap between positive and
negative electrodes.

Figure 65 the fringing field between adjacent electrodes for different design

As result the dielectric force exerts on the droplet surface is expressed by [182]:

[27]

Would be constant, where ε0, ε1, and ε2 represent the permittivity of free space, the
dielectric constant of the droplet, and the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium,
respectively, and E denotes the gradient of the electric field. If ε1 < ε2, the force will push
the droplet to shift toward the region with the higher electric field. Owing to the circularsymmetrical distribution of the electric field, the dielectric force can move the liquid droplet
toward current way. Since the liquid droplet exhibits a lens character, if the applied voltage is
symmetric its focal length can be changed or by Asymmetric applied voltage shape of drop
can be change from circular to elliptic or ovate shape depending on electrodes design. When
the voltage is removed, the dielectric force disappears. The droplet has to recover to its
original state due to its interfacial tensions. Thus according Lippmann–Young equation
contact angle could be defined as:
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[28]

7.2.1

Fabrication of 2D EWOD liquid lens

The fabrication consists of eight steps as shown in
Figure 66. The pattern is formed on the substrate using a mask and photoresist, which
defines the areas of the resist surface that will be exposed to radiation and those that will be
covered (Lithography).

The chemical properties of the photoresist regions struck by

radiation change depend on the type of photoresist that has been used. The irradiated regions
of positive photoresists will become more soluble in the developer and, so, positive resists
form a positive image of the mask on the wafer. Negative photoresists form a negative image
of the mask on the wafer because the exposed regions become less soluble in the developer.
By depositing transparent conductive metal layer (ITO) on the developed substrate with the
sputtering machine then the critical steps Lift-off has to be performed carefully because in
this step the sacrificial layer (photoresist) is washed away by acetone including the deposited
material on the top of it, thus the patterned electrodes will remain in the regions where it had
a direct contact with the substrate. The 24nm Alumina as dielectric coated on top of ITO by
ALD , HMDS deposited by spin coating with velocity of 7000rpm, acceleration of 1000rpm/s
for 60s then a 10% Teflon AF solution (DuPont) was spin-coated at 3000 rpm for 60s , giving
200nm thick hydrophobic layer film. The Teflon-covered ITO glass slides were then heattreated for 6 min at 112 °C, 5 min at 165 °C, and 15 min at 328 °C in order to remove
residual solvent and improve the adhesion of the Teflon layer to the substrate.

Figure 66 Fabrication process
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After fabrication of base for 2D EWOD, the liquid lens holder was placed into a
goniometric device (CAM200), 10µL drops of water were formed with a vertical syringe on
top of the lens holder. Side-view images of the drops were obtained using a high speed digital
camera with velocity of 400F.s-1. A potential difference was applied across the insulated ITO
electrode with a power supply (Agilent 4156C). The high-voltage source was connected to
the ITO electrodes with the stainless steel needle (probe-head). For each measurement, a
single pulse voltage applied. The variation of contact angle was captured by high speed
camera and top view by normal high definition camera.

7.2.2

2D EWOD liquid lens

The Planar electrode is commonly used in microfluidic channels for directing liquid
within channel. Here the same concept has been implied for planar liquid lens. The planar
liquid lens consists of two electrodes one as anode electrode (ground electrode) and another
one as cathode (positive positive), In order to obtain 2D control of EWOD liquid lens several
designs have been carried out, as the first design shown by details in Figure 67 the aim is to
modify focal length of liquid lens in additionally asymmetric shape control of liquid lens in
different direction. The designed mask consists of two different shapes in the patterns, one is
with 4 sectors and another is with 8 sectors. The number of electrodes allows capturing
behavior of the liquid lens with different resolution as it is exposed in Figure 64. The free
space gap between positive and ground electrode is 100µm.
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Figure 67 Plastic Mask, Designed by Sandra Bermejo, MNT Group, UPC University

The transparent liquid is a 10μL water droplet, sat on a transparent lens holder. Voltage
can be applied to one or several of planar electrodes. When a voltage is applied to one of the
active electrodes, the contact angle and the shape of the drop changes according to
Lippmann-Young equation, but in this case the total applied voltage is divided by the
capacitive voltage divider composed by the capacitances C1 and C2 shown in Figure 68. This
way control electrodes can be placed in the same face although the effective voltage applied
to the interface between active electrode and the conductive drop is described in the equation.
[29]

C1 is equivalent capacitor corresponding area of positive electrode, C2 is equivalent
capacitor corresponding ground electrode.
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Figure 68 Electrowetting on dielectric circuit schematic.

In the devices reported here where the left side contact angle is smaller than the right
side and the droplet has moved leftward. Figure 70 shows a top view of the droplet where
voltage is applied to one of the electrodes, identified in the picture by the point contact probe
to the right.

Figure 69 Front view of the contact angle variation by applying 25V

Figure 70 Top view of 2D control of drop shape by applying 25V
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The 2D modification liquid lens base of EWOD with planar electrode has been achieved
for voltages exceeding 10V as can be seen in Figure 71 where the contact angle at the leading
edge of the drop is shown as a function of time for three values of the applied voltage, as can
be seen higher voltages tend to induce vibrations or oscillations.

Figure 71 Measured contact angle when 10V, 25V and 50V are applied . The volume of the drop is 20 µl
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7.2.3

Geometrical effect on planar EWOD liquid lens

We have generally studied the effect of different planar electrodes. A second mask has
been designed with different designs: star shape, ring shape and continues shape electrodes.
The common parameter between them is the size of the grounded electrode area and the
diameter of the positive electrode. In this mask the ground electrode has 2mm diameter,
positive electrodes 7mm diameter and the small separation gap between the electrodes is
0.2mm.

Figure 72 PET Mask, Designed by Maziar Ahmadi, MNT Group, UPC University (a) Alignment Mask, (b)
Stripes Circle Shape, (c) Solid circle shape

The change of contact angle induced by the bias voltage depends on the geometrical
shape of electrode and was studied experimentally, as it is illustrated in different
experimental results obtaining max variation of contact angle depends on the surface area of
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the positive electrode. According to the Equation 23 the equivalent capacitor corresponding
to discontinue positive electrode is defined as two parallel capacitors:

[30]

Figure 73 example of equivalent capacitor in discontinues electrode design

Figure 74 Schematic behavior of liquid lens on top of discontinuous electrode

Especially in the designs with Ring and Star shape electrode as it is exposed
schematically in Figure 74 variation of contact angle is happening in different steps in the
zero state (no voltage) a water drop has high contact angle , by applying voltage stage 2
according to the Lippmann-Young equation the contact angle reduces depends of equivalent
capacity of effective electrode after reaching to maximum reduction (stage 3) the energy
surfaces reach to second equilibrium state (stage 4) that the contact angle will increase , by
continues applying voltage and increase of effective surface of electrode the total capacity
will increase that cause second reduction of contact angle (stage 5).
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7.2.3.1 Star shape electrode:
With Start shape electrode the contact angle variation of Δθ ≈ 10º was obtained by first
effective part of electrode the by slowly reaching drop to the second effective electrode area
the total capacity increases by:
Stage 2
Stage 5

Ground electrode

Figure 75 Effective area of star shape electrode

Which the C1 is the equivalent capacity related to first stage and C2 is a parallel capacity
related to second stage. As results in variation of contact angle captured by CAM200 two
time reduction of contact angle were observed.

V=0

Stage 2

Stage 5

Figure 76 Variation of contact angle on star shape electrode
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7.2.3.2 Ring Shape electrode:

The shape electrode has same behaviors as star shape electrode with difference is the
second effective area of ring shape is bigger than star shape and it passing first stage, lower
contact with electrode , low surface tension of substrate as result increase of contact angle ,
then by reaching to next ring parallel capacity cause increasing of total capacity thus high
reduction of contact angle were observed.
Stage 2
Stage 5

Ground electrode

Figure 77 Effective area of ring shape electrode

V=0

Stage 2
Stage 5

Figure 78 Variation of contact angle on ring shape electrode
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7.2.3.3 All Solid shape electrode:

In all solid electrodes equivalent capacitor is related to complete surface area of positive
electrode which could be explained as:

Positive electrode with

Ground electrode

max surface area

Figure 79 Effective area of all solid shape electrode

Thus a high variation of contact angle Δθ≈ 30º with high recovery of 92.13% were
obtain due to maximum capacity of positive electrode.

V=0

Figure 80 Variation of contact angle on all solid shape electrode
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7.3 Conclusion ad discussion
We were able to explain the effect of electrode area on electrowetting on dielectric.
Following Lippmann–Young equation there is two important parameters that are effecting
variation of contact angle , applied Voltage , and Capacity , as we have explain by designing
specific pattern we were able to have constant electrodynamic force but have variable
capacity. The capacity is related to effective area of electrode, we have designed three type of
electrodes: Solid, Spring and Star shape. When you have solid electrode you have higher
effective area which cause higher variation of contact angle, but within Spring and Star
design you have less effective surface area but same electrodynamic force, the variation of
contact angle is less which is proving effect of electrode surface area on EWOD.
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8.1 Conclusion

Figure 81 Pert diagram of thesis

As it is illustrated in the Figure 81, the evolution of thesis project can be divided in two
stages, the first stage is the optimization of materials and processes, and the second one is the
fabrication and evaluation of the device performance with two different EWOD technologies.
Modeling was done to validate the behavior of the device methodology.
The thickness and the dielectric permittivity of the dielectric layer are the main
parameters to reduce the required applied voltage for EWOD. By selecting ultra-thin
dielectric with high permittivity, the required applied voltage was significantly reduced. The
fabrication of the hydrophobic layer was optimized by adding HMDS. This has improved the
hydrophobicity and the stability of Teflon layer, allowing lower thickness and thus
decreasing the necessary applied voltage. Results demonstrated a high variation of contact
angle (Δθ>20º) applying 10V for a 100nm conductive transparent ITO, 24nm of Alumina
layer, HMDS treatment and Teflon 10% of 200nm thickness.
Following the pert chart, the analysis of different liquids for EWOD devices was done..
Polar liquid mixtures as an alternative to water were validated and characterized. The
performance of different mixtures of polar liquid mixture (PLM) (Ethylene glycol and
Glycerol) was evaluated and compared to water by measuring the static and dynamic contact
angle. The PLM of 33% showed a high initial contact angle value of ≈106º which similar to
natural initial contact angle of water upon Teflon, and a high variation of contact angle value
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of 19.48º by applying 10V, in comparison to water’s contact angle variation, Δθ = 18.63º, by
the same applied voltage. Additionally, the life cycle of PLM33% was compared to water
after 1000 cycles of switching a 10 V amplitude voltage. The contact angle behavior showed
better stability of PLM33% in comparison to water.
Besides, the superhydrohpic FDTS layer was studied as an alternative layer to Teflon.
The surface morphology and physical properties of FDTS layer were studied. Results show
that, even though it was to achieve high contact angle variation with a required voltage of
<5V, FDTS layers tend to degrade upon applying voltages. As an alternative, these layers
were tested under contactless driving EWOD using corona charge equipment. Results
showed significant and reversible variation of contact angle by applying charge using corona
charge equipment.
Additionally, we have studied the effect of planar electrode geometrical design and
effective surface area on variation of contact angle in a EWOD 2D liquid lens. Based on
Lippmann–Young equation, two parameters are playing an important role in the contact
angle variation; the applied voltage and the existing equivalent capacity. Based on the fact
that the capacity is related to the effective electrode surface area, three different designs of
electrodes with different shape and effective surface area were compared. The results proved
that, the geometrical design and effective surface area influence variations of the contact
angle.
Finally, the modeling of a liquid lens based on EWOD was performed. Three different
models were compared: the analytical charge coupled electrowetting model, the spring-mass
model and electronic PSpice model. The two analytical models were used to provide inputs
for PSpice model by fitting the simulation results to experimental results. PSPICE model was
chosen to pave the way to add and integrate the liquid lens as an electronic component
coupled with other co-exist component in the final systems. The equivalent PSpice models of
liquid lens components allowed us to expand the global system simulation along with the
access to key operational parameters such as the power consumed, expected electrical
currents and voltages, noise, etc.
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8.2 Future lines
The work done in this thesis paves the way to the same key subjects:


Complete the geometrical analysis of EWOD devices, exploring different
electrode configurations, topologies and designs.



Complete the study of different driving modes: contactless EWOD, contact
EWOD with current drive, alternatively change the polarity of the applied
voltage,, ramp Potential, etc.



Fabrication of a complete laboratory scale Display pixel based on electrowetting
technology.

8.3 Material Published

 Patent that our research group has recently submitted “Luminaria con óptica líquida
de orientación controlada mediante señal eléctrica” (Spanish patent number:
P201232001).
 -Maziar Ahmadi Zeidabadi; Bermejo, S .; Castañer, L. “EWOD using nonaqueous
liquids” Microelectronic Engineering, Volume 139, 1 May 2015, Pages 19–25
 -Maziar Ahmadi Zeidabadi; Bermejo, S .; Castañer, L. “Improving the
hydrophobicity and reversibility electrowetting layers of Teflon”. A: International
Conference on Micro and Nano Engineering. "Book of Abstracts: 39th International
Conference on Micro and Nano Engineering, London, 16-19 September 2013".
London: 2013, p. 293.
 Maziar Ahmadi Zeidabadi; Bermejo, S .; Castañer, L. “Low Voltage 2D capacitivecoupled electrowetting”. A: International Conference on Micro and Nano
Engineering. "Book of Abstracts: 39th International Conference on Micro and Nano
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